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Through the Eye of a Needle: The Editor's Page 

An exciting new chapter in the history and archaeolog'y of ·the ancient world 
is being written, and the Center is contributing to it. Long considered a 
backwater of social or economic change, the lands of West, South, Southeast, 
and East Asia ~re now receiving their due credit for having participated in 
a nearly global network of commerce and communication which sent people, 
goods, and ideas through, ut the Old World for some 2000 years. From Syria to 
Sri Lanka, from Kilwa to Korea, ties between people were far more numerous 
and productive than most standard text books would have us believe. 

During the last few years, excavations along the East Africari coast, the 
Red Sea and the Persian Gulf, the coasts of the Indian Ocean and the Bay of 
Bengal, the islands and peninsulas of Southeast Asia, and th~ cities and 
necropoli of the Orient have revealed the interplay of cultural and economic 
forces, the consequences of which are still echoing in the modern world. 

Increasingly, the excavators who have been uncovering long lost cities and 
revealing astonishing records of intercourse' among people are realizing the 
benefit of a rigorous study of the beads they discover in their thousands. 
Beads were never the major trading good taken on the voyages of discovery or 
trade. They played minor roles next to wine, oil, grains, metals, or cloth. 
Yet· they were a [ways there. They could travel farther and swifter than 
other goods, and unlike other commodities were not melted down for reuse, 
worn out, drunk, or eaten. Only ceramics can be said to have .had as much 
attraction for other peoples and to have survived as long to document the 
story. Long neglected, beads are now beginning to take their rightful place 
among the data us.d to reconstruct the past. 

The Center has been invited by and has soLicited the aid of several people 
and institutions to work toward a common goaL: the eLucidation of trade and 
other cultural contacts among people living along or near the shores of the 
ancient sea routes. The project is as Large as it is exciting. :As you read 
this I shaLL be far away gathering more information to heLp piece this story 
together. As more is Learned, it wiLL, as aLways, be pubLished here first, 
as a tribute to our Members and Patrons, who help Support this work. In the 
meantime, this ~ssue may be considered a preview of this major project. We 
shalL be focusing on the beads uncovered at four sites, once teeming ancient 
cities at the crossroads of this internationaL trade. 

I want to take this opportunity to thank some of the peopLe and groups who 
have most directly contributed to this work. To John ~arswell; formerLy the 
director of. the ALfred and David Smart GaLLery, University of Chicago, for 
outstanding moraL and financial support. To the Hagop Kevorkian Fund for a 
grant to cataLogue the Nishapur beads in the MetropoLitan Museum of Art in 
New York. And to the Bead Society of Los AngeLes, whose support of bead 
research in Southeast Asia is an outgrowth of the materiaL presented here 
and wiLL be a foundation of future work on this ~roject. ~ J, 

The Margaretologist, the officiaL journal of,the Center for Bead Research, 
is pubLished twi~~ annuaLLy for Members and Patrons of the Center. Members 
($25 for two years) and Patrons ($75 for two years) also receive discounts 
on our pubLications and other benefits. Patrons are sent new books as they 
are pubLished. : Your sLlPporti s apprec1 ated. ,'''' 

The Cente~ f6~Bead Research 4 Essex Street, L.~e PL~cid, N~Y. 12946 
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THE ASIAN MARITIME BEAD TRADE 

C A. FIR S T ToT WELF THe E N T URI E S A. D • .. 
This issue wiLL document what is known about the bead trade in West, South, 
and Southeast Asia for the fi rst 1200 or so years of the current era by 
concentrating on beads excavated at four key sites in the region. The beads 
of three of these, Arikamedu (India), Mantai (Sri Lanka; formerLy CeyLon), 
and Nishapur (Iran, ancient Persia), have been personaLLy examined and 
cataLogued. The fourth, Oc-eo (Vietnam), was unavaiLabLe for examination, 
but was so fuLly documented that, despite the excavator's Lack of knowLedge 
about beads, it is possibLe to reconstruct much from the pubLished report. 
Because of the importance of Oc-eo, it has been incLuded in this summary. . 

• 

Arikamedu has been excavated a number of times [for a summary and dating 
see Begley 1983J,and I have studied its beads for years in cooperation with 
the Pondicherry Museum [Francis 1984; 1986a; 1987a; n.d. aJ. The site wiLL 
soon be reexcavated, and I have been asked to continue my work on the beads. 
Mantai was excavated in 1980 - 1984 by John CarsweLL, University of Chicago. 
Publication is expected shortly, with my contributions on "the be~ds, the 
gLass bangLes and rings, and Western references to Mantai and Sri Lankan 
trade in general [Francis n.d. b, c, dJ. Nishapur was excava1:ed in th'e 1930s 
and 1940s by CharLes Wilkinson for the MetropoLitan M~seum of Art. Recently 
I cataLogued its beads at the Museum [Francis 1987bJ; fuLler publication is 
expected. The Oc-eo beads are avaiLabLe in MaLLeret [1962J. Few references 
wiLL be made to most of these sources, as many are not yet published. The 
exception is Oc-eo, where page numbers in MaLLeret [1962J are noted. 

Each of these places were crossroads of international commerce. Arikamedu 
was the leading trading post of South Asia, and important enough for a Roman 
trading colony to Live there. Mantai, at the northern end of Sri Lanka, 
controlLed East-West trade because aLL goods passed by or through due to the 
impassabiLity by Large craft at the PaLk Strait, which separates India anq 
CeyLon. We now reaLize that it, too, had a coLony of Ro~an traders. Oc-eo 
was a convenient stopping point for East-bound trade, and was a gateway to 
the riches of Funan, the first nationaL state of Southeast Asia. Nishapur, 
unLike the others, was a Land mart, sitting astride the route~ which Linked 
South and CentraL Asia with Asia Minor and the Mediterranean basin. 

A summary of the characteristics of these pLaces is provided in TabLe 1: 

Table 1: Four Major Ancient Trading Centers ., 1 
Name Country Dates (centuries) Trade by Foreign Beads Made 

Quarter? 
Arikamedu India 3rd BC- 3rd AD Sea Yes ,-Glass f Stone 
&ntili Ceylon 2nd - 10th AD Sea Yes Mostly Glass 
Oc..;eo Vietnani 2nd - 7th AD Sea ? Glass 
iHshapur Iran 7th - 12th AD Land _Jet. Faience 

• 
:'~t~~se four sites overLap in time so to give us an aLmost continual picture 
cif'the bead trade in this region from the 3rd century B.C. ~ntiL the 12th
'f.D'.: They were not a LL the same, however. Ni shapur", youngest of these
site's, was not served by sea. Yet, its connections with Medi.evaL Mantai are 
6bv~~us. Rather than individual site reports, we have synth~sized the data 
,from', them and used it to compare 1 the beads at different times amongst them~ 
t ," _- \ j 

11:t ~.~ 
~.; tP: 

___"_"-_.u,_~_~~__--:;.___~_____~___________________ 
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THE EARLY CENTURIES 

Arikamedu, Mantai, and Oc-eo have severaL characteristics in common. They 
were aLL major sea ports for their regions, they aLL had direct or indirect 
connections with the Roman Empire, and they were in contact with each other. 
It has been assumed for a Long time that Arikamedu is the remains of the 
city known to the Romans as Poduke Emporium. The word emporiJrn derives from 
the Greek emporos, a merchant who saiLed on ships beLonging to others. An 
emporium was the quarter of a city where these merchants Lived~ There were 
numerous emporia within the Roman Empire, and outside the ~mpire, emporia 
represented coLonies of Roman traders abroad. 'My studies into the 'CLassicaL 
Literature have demonstrated that Mantai, too, was an emporium - caLLed 
Modutti Emporium - founded Late in the first century. It is not known 
whether Oc-eo aLso had a coLony of Roman merchants, but it is ~ bit unLikeLy 
given its geographic position. NonetheLess, it had at le~st considerabLe 
indirect contact with Rome, as the numerous seaLs and coins ,s'how~ Roman 
seaLs have aLso been found at Arikamedu and coins at Mantai. 

Beads from the West 

The' bead evi dence gi ves a si mi Lar story. Mosai c g Lass beads' have" been found 
at aLL three sites. At Arikamedu a round tabuLar with a ~ fLor~L'motif on 
both sides, was found, exactLy Like beads known from first century European 
sites. There were aLso a few foLded mosaic beads and some folded'~one beads 
whi ch are likeLy Roman. At Mantai, the most spectacuLar' bead had a sky blue 
core decorated with three zones of white and yeLLow gLass, between which are 

tri':tt,I,',i,I',! 

~ 
rows of square mosaic eye canes. At Oc-eo the evidence is'i bit w~aker. A 
number of mosaic beads were uncovered, and at Least ~ome Of ~hem ~ppear to 
be Roman types. However, most of them come from the surface or cLose to it, 
and the iLLustrations (watercoLors> are not quite ~Le~r enough to', say for 
certain which are Roman. MaLLeret called them "Roman or Psuedo-Roman," but 
some of them are LikeLy from the Eastern Mediterranean [pp. 269-71J.' 

A few beads at each site are made from materiaLs not toc'(HLy avai LabLe and 
were cLearLy imports. SeveraL probabLy came from the RomanWorLd;~hiLe at 
Least one came from further east. A coraL bead at Mantai ~eminds us that 
co~al was a major Roman import to India. Warmington suggested that Indians 
traded coraL for pearLs [1928:263J, and the position of Manta; near the 
pearl beds of the GuLf of Mannar, as weLL as the discovery ofcunperforated 
pearLs in the Lower LeveLs wouLd strongLy suggest this commerce at Mantai. 

At Oc-eo were a coupLe of amber beads and one of jet [p. 238J. The amber 
is LikeLy to have come through the Roman trade, uLtimateLy from the BaLtic. 
The jet may have as weLL; the Romans were fond of jet, ~nd Pliny~iys their 

,major source was Lycia in Turkey [EichhoLz 1962:113J. 
A bead of Lapis LazuLi was found at Arikamedu, a fairly Larg~ square tube 

of poor grade stone, simi Lar to others from contemporary sites'i n south 
India (the C.B.R. data bank on Indian beads indicates seven other sites with 
'these beads). The on Ly known anci ent source for Lapi s Lazu Liwa's8a'dakhshan 
in north Afghanistan, controLLed at this time by Parthain Persians. This is 
the onLy bead from the Persian region found at this time in~these sites. 

FinaLLy, we must mention beads whose origin is more ambiguous.' These are 
goLd-gLass beads, made of two tubes of gLass, the inner one coated with a 0 
foil of goLd (or other metaL) and the outer one serving to protect the metaL 
foiL. They are found at aLL three of these sites at'this time.' They are 
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also found in the Redieval levels at Mantai and at Nishapur. Moreover, they 
are well known in Europe and far to the east in Thailand, Vietnam, south 
China, ."alaysia, the Philippines, Java, and Korea, spanning the entire first 
aillenniuD A.D. At least some of these beads are Egyptian made C~oon 1966]. 
Boon suggested that they were principally Coptic in" date, but they are known' 
earlier than that as· well. Their presence in small numbers at many Indian 
sites has led . some Indian scholars to suggest they were made in India 
CDikshit 1969156-8; Singh 1983J. Their wide distribution in time and space 
~akes it all but certain that they were made in more than one place, but 
much more wor.k has to be done before we can unravel their entire history. 

Boads froa Arikaaedu 

Another thread connecting these sites is the Arikamedu bead industry. The 
early date of beadmaking there, confirmed in Phase A from 250 to 150 B.C., 
and its evident large size (I catalogued over 50,000 beads and wasters in 
the Pondicherry Museum) suggest its importance for beadmaking at this time. 
In addition, there are several beads at both of the other sites which almost 
certainly were made at Arikamedu, and even more important is the evidence 
that. Arikamedu beadmaking was transferred to the other two sites. 

Both Mantai and Oc-eo [PP. 254, 257J have some translucent green (or blue) 
glass tubes which were drawn and paddled into. square or hexagonal shapes. 
These beads were made at Arikamedu, perhaps as imitation beryls, which the 
Romans greatly favored. There is no indication they were made at the other 
two sites, and their scarcity indicates importation.

At Mantai was a flattened opaque red collar bead. As a specialized type, 
collar beads are Indian, and Arikamedu first made them in gla.s. These 
were common at Arikamedu, and most LikeLy came from there. There were other 
coLlar beads at Oc-eo, somewhat different than Arikamedu ones, and may have 
been loca lly made [p'. 253 ff.J. 

An 'onyx pendant, flat in section and somewhat pentagonal in profile, was 
found at Oc-eo (p. 241J. Such pendants were made at Arikamedu, which may 
have been the first pLace, at least in India, to use acid for coloring onyx 
black (Francis 1986b:55-6J. These pendants have been uncovered frOID Iron 
Age sites in Thailand (Francis 1987a:10J. Two citrine beads (golden quartz,
inevitably made' by artificially treating amethyst) found at Oc-eo [p. 198] 

'may have also come from Arikamedu, perhaps the first producer of this stone 
[Francis 1986cJ. A citrine bead at Mantai was found at a later leveL. 

Beads froD India and the Far East 

Aside from beads whi ch can be ascribed to Arikamedu itself, these sites 
contain some which. came from other parts of India. Arikamedu are only a 
a very few (soda) etched carnelians, so scarce J.1;l'. gest they were not 
made there. India had a lively industry in th ~ 'V: . ·c'~m high antiquity...· 

No etched beads were found at Rantai, but ,;. r .~/\..~ typical south 
Indian pattern was uncovered tpp. 203-.4J. ~ ~~'.~st··.<. ~lar. with short ..~.:.' 
dashes radiating. toward the center, l • ~L-_'i' . n' found mostly 

'in southern Megalithic tombs, down"<;:~'r< ..~ .)~'-J\":':~ od CDikshit 
1949:27J. Dikshit noted a parallel at'\~.:,.. ; ," ,.':\: ~J:.;,::~~;~.p. 36J. 

~"', ~ .~/ifp 
. ~..( . ,':: '~.'~.~ ;,' .,.:]i·'· 

,i.~.." ,~:.: - '- ,'" 

'. .' '.1" 
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Only a couple of faience beads have been found at Arikamedu; ~hey must 
have been, imported from elsewhere in India. Two dark translucent blue glass 
melon beads made in series and later broken apart were also found. These 
are typical products of Satavahanna sites from the Peninsular regi6n ca. 2nd 
century B.C. to 2nd century A.D. ' , 

At Mantai were found ten beads of dark transLucent blue with white zones 
so deep into the matrix that they often reach the perforations~ These deep 
zone beads are known from the Gangetic ValLey [Narain and'Singh 1977:393, 
the Deccan Peninsula [Dikshit 1969:583, and southern MegaLiths [Beck 1930: 
1733. Some were folded, and others wound; both types were foun'd at Mantai. 

OnLy a single bead from the far East has been found in these .ites at this 
time, and it is not reaLly a bead. It;s a long spooL shaped bLue gLass 
"capstan bead" found at Oc-eo [p. 2543. These are not reaLLy beads but erh 
tang or ear spools made in Han China [Francis 1986d:10, 193. 

THE MEDIEVAL PERIOD 

In this period our attention swings away from A~ikamedu and'O~-eo to focus 
on Nishapur and the later leveLs at Mantai. Arikamedu wasaba~doned in the 
3rd century A.D., and Oc-eo destroyed by the Kymers in the 7th.; Mantai was 
stilL an important port until the ChoLas invaded from southern: India in the 
10th: century, whiLe Nishapur, which had been founded und~r the Sasanians, 
reached its height in the EarLy IsLamic period, finaLLy being: destroyed by 
the MongoLs in the earLy 13th century. The connections between Mantai and 0 
Persia were revealed by an Egyptian monk, Cosmas IndicopLeuste.~ who visited . 
Sri Lanka in the 6th century, long after the buLk of trade wiih Rome ceased. 
ALthough he did not mention Mantai (or any city) by name, he discussed goods 
coming to Sri Lanka from the East or West and being shipped out on' the other 
side, strongLy indicating that he spent some time thefe~ He continuaLLy 
referred to Persian merchants and Chinese goods [McCrindLe 1897; Francis 
n.d. d3. Nishapur was not a sea port~ aLthough it must have participated 

indirectLy in internationaL maritime'commerce, as it was the leading city of 

Persia in its day and one of the Largest cities in the world. 


Beads from the West 

OnLy one bead type can be ascribed to the MedievaL Mediterranean worLd, but 

it was found both at Nishapur and Mantai: coraL. We have noted that coral 

was a leading Roman export to India. It continued to be important (indeed, 

into the 20th century) in the Egyptian-Indi~n trade, and a Letter of'1119 

by Issac Nishaburi, a Nishapur merchant who Lived in Alexandria, attests to 

its vaLue in his business [Goiten 1961:70; 1963:198; 1973:247-8]. 


A couple of amber beads at Nishapur came'no doubt from further West, most 

l'keLy the BaLtic region. They did not necessarily come through western 

Europe, 'however, as the Persian Sasanians and earLy Muslims mai~tained tr~de 

relations with' 'Russia, especiaL ly exchanging si Lver for furs, 'but also for 

honey, wax, and amber [Frye 1972; Harper and Meyers 19813. ' 


-SeveraL gLass beads at Nishapur came from the West, most likeLy Syria or 
Egypt. These i nelude mosai c and st rat ifi ed eye beads, beads with combed and 
others with wave and bLob decorations. Glass beadmaking ot' this period () 
stiLL needs to be studied in detail, but it is interesting to note that 
hardLy any beads of these types were found at Mantai. 
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GoLd-gLass beads were found at both MedievaL Mantai and Nishapur. Neither 
pLace seems LikeLy to have made them. However, as discussed above, they are 
so wideLy distributed chronoLogicaLLy and geographicaLLy that more study is 
needed on them to determine their source or more LikeLy sources. 

Beads from Persia 

SeveraL beads at Mantai cLoseLy match some from Nishapur, and can be assumed 
to have been imported there by the Persians. We cannot be sure if they were 
made in Nishapur itseLf, but if not, they were made eLsewhere in Persia. 

Lapis LazuLi is the most outstanding of these beads. You wiLL recaLL that 
a poor grade square Lapis tube was found at Arikamedu, simiLar to beads at 
earLy south Indian sites. In the MedievaL Period, however, the Mantai Lapis 
is of fine quaLity. Not onLy did Nishapur controL the Lapis sources and was 
a LikeLy beadmaker (it certainLy was of turquoise), but the shapes of the 
beads from the two sites cLoseLy match. At both sites there are corner Less 
cubes, beautifuLLy made octagonaL drop beads, and fLat diamond beads, though 
differentLy perfora~ed. A sphericaL Lapis bead at Mantai was not matched at 
Nishapur, and severaL types at Nishapur not found at Mantai (barreLs, fLat 
drop pendant, a round tabuLar seaL, and a bird-Like pendant). SimiLar beads 
from a known source is eLoquent testimony to Persian-Mantai MedievaL trade. 

There was one cornerLess cube jet bead at Mantai. At Nishapur jet was the 
most Common bead materiaL, accounting for about 41 X of the 700 or so beads. 
It appears to have been made there, and was worked in many ways: engraved, 
painted, cut in extraordinary forms, and even used for seaLs. The source of 
aLL this jet is not known, but there are coaL deposits near Nishapur. 

Three other bead types at Nishapur were not recovered at Mantai. Faience, 
which made up more than 20 % of the Nishapur beads, was apparentLy LocaLLy 
made. Seven (soda) etched carneLians confirm that their styLes are Persian 
rather than Indian CFrancis 1980J. A dozen gLazed quartz beads show that 
this technique was stiLL used. ALL three types are of speciaL significance 
in Persian bead history. Each had been considered to have ceased production 
with the coming of IsLam. Modern faience production was said to have been a 
re-invention CALLan et ale 1973:171J. Soda-etching was thought to have been 
abandoned for beads in favor of pLaques with Qoranic inscriptions CFrancis 
1980J. GLazing quartz has compLeteLy disappeared. The discovery of these 
beads in significant numbers at Nishapur prove that the methods did not 
abruptLy stop with the IsLamic dispensation. 

Beads from India 

It is LikeLy that India furnished many stone beads at Nishapur and at Least 
some at Mantai. The western Indian agate and carneLian industry had aLready 
been a major producer of stone beads for miLLennia CFrancis 1982aJ. It wiLL 
require more detaiLed study to show which beads came from this industry and 
whi ch from other areas, but the Lack of evi dence for Loca L manufacture 
strongLy points to importation, and this region is the most LikeLy source. 

At Nishapur were 50 pLain carneLian beads, mostLy welL cut, many faceted. 
At Mantai most of the 19 carneLian beads were LocaLLy made. This industry 
(which aLso incLuded quartz crystaL) was Late starting, not beginning untiL 
the 7th century or so. It was not particularLy outstanding, making onLy 
rough oblates. The one cornerLess cube found there was LikeLy imported from 
Western India, and dupLicates cornerLess cubes at Nishapur. 
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Both sites had some onyx beads,'13 at Nishapur and 12 at Manta;. There;s •no evidence for LocaL manufacture at either pLace (beadmaking evidence is 
scanty at Nishapur, having been excavated sometime ~go). Onyx, almost all 
of which must be artificially colored, is an important product"of the Indian 
agate bead industry, using grey and 'white "babaghoria" a~ate a~ the base. 

Except for a couple of collared beads at Mantai, the only glass bead from 
Medieval India shows up at both sites. This is a smatl drawnlbead, either 
oblate or tubular, distinguished by a core of yellow glass and1ah outer coat 
of dark translucent green. Such beads are known from .sftes~in Peninsular 
(Deccan) India in both the Early Historic and Medieval Periods~ 

Beads from the Far East 

Our knowledge of beads of the Far East is less complete than from some other 
regions. In the last few years we have come to appreciat~ that production 
in China and neighboring areas was larger and more varied than had been 
suspected before. Until we have more hard data; from these areas we will not 
know for sure what sorts of beads were produced. The initial· resuLt of 
these studies, however, furnish hints about Far Eastern production by giving 
us an idea of the distribution of certain bead types. Two of these beads 
are known thus far onLy from Sri Lanka and farther East, and are candidates 
for having been produced in Eastern Asia. 

One is a stratified eye bead with a dark blue or green body, and bLue on 
white eyes. It differs from stratified eye beads known elsewhere, incLuding • 
Nishapur. To date, these beads have' onLy been found at Manta; and ThaiLand. 
One was excavated at Takuapa, ThaiLand, dated from the 7th to 10th century 
[Lamb 1961 :52, PL. IIJ, contemporary with the Manta; one. : 

The other bead is dark blue or green wound gLass pressed into a hexagonal 
bicone shape. At Mantai, three were found at or near the surface. Further 
to the east, however, they have been found in earLier contexts; at Oc-eo, 
where anaLyses show them to differ from the usuaL gLass at the site [pp. 
254, 256, 466J, and in Han tombs near Canton [Guangtong ProvinciaL Museum, 
personaL observationJ. One in the Philippines has no provenience, but may 
be Later [ViLLegas 1966: bead coLor pLate 2, row 3.5J. 

, I 

INDO-PACIFIC BEADMAKING 
•

The most important trade bead of the ancient, worLd ~as the sm~LLest. SmaLL 
(usuaLLy under 6 mm in diameter), 'monochrome beads made from: cutting tubes 
and reheating the segments to round them off (drawn beads) ~re known from 
South Africa to Korea during the whoLe period" we are considerihg~ They have 
been given other names, but because none are reaLLy appropriate, I have 
coined. the term "Indo-Pacific" beads in recognition'of their distribution. 

The Long time span of these beads' and their wide distribution means it is 
unL i keLy that they were made at on'e pLace for the whoLe peri ode The most 

.. interesting development in the current study is that we can now begin to 
piece together their history, which is'at once compLex and significant. 

The story, begins at Arikamedu. Indo-PaCific beads were made at Least by 
the 2nd century B.C. The anaLyses of beadmaking waste shows that tubes were 
formed in essentially the same way as by beadmakers producing simi Lar beads • 
today in the viLLag. of Papanaidupet. The compLex process invoLves a dozen 
men working through the night with up to 50 kg of glass. Th~y form a Large 
cone which. is put on a Large metaL tubeahd pierced'through the tube with an 



,,' 
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iron rod. . This pierced cone is put into a speciaL furnace and on the 
opposi.te: side a master draws out a continual tube for 'some three. hours (see 
Francis1982b:16-18J. 

The process produces glass waste pieces, most of them so dtstin~tive that 
workers can tell which step of the process made them. Identified pieces 
gathered at Papanaidupet were compared to those at Arikamedu and found to be 
completely'congruent. At this point we had two ends of the industry: the 
beginning and current production. But, Arikamedu was abandoned by the 3rd 
century B.C., and though beadmaking at Papanaidupet may go back at least a 
century, we have no hints of reaLly ancient production there. 

This is the significance of the Mantai and Oc-eo data. Both sites were 
Indo-Pacific beadmakers. At Oc-eo,-gLass fragments" slag, drips, beads fused 
together 'from the reheating process, many cut tubes, and unreheated pieces 
were found~ These were also found at Mantai, along with a few pieces very 
simi lar' to beadmaking waste produced by the unique tube-drawing, process. 
While we do not have all the data needed to state with absolute certainty 
that the tubes were drawn in the same way as at' Arikamedu and Papanaidupet, 
it would seem most likely. We don't have this materiaL chiefly because the 
exca~ato~i~were not looking for it, were unfamiLiar with the whole qu~stion, 
and excavated principaLLy in the center of the mounds, whiLe we would assume 
th~t gt~ss wouLd have been worked eLsewhere. This evidence has yet to be 
finaLly confirmed, and will probabLy require my examining these two sites 
myseLf, a prospect that does not Look too Likely in the near future. 

There appear to be other pLaces where these beads were made as weLL, such 
as Thail~nd and MaLaysia, possibLy Java andSumat~a, and elsewhere in 
~outhern India. These pLaces are currentLy being investigated. Because of 
the complexity of this process, it seems most LikeLy that Indians .either 
taught bthers to use it or themseLves Lived abroad making beads. .' 

We can'now sketch a tentative hi stori c reconstruction of the indust.ry. It 
began in Arikamedu, which probably held a monopoly for some t~me. Whe~ (or 
before) Arikamedu was abandoned in the 3rd century A.D~, beadmakers went to 
Oc-eo and Mantai. ' Work stopped at Oc-eo in the 7th century, and beadmakers 
may have 'gone eLsewhere in Southeast Asi a, where ear Ly states were being 
formed•. Mantai made Indo-Pacific beads until invaded in the ,10th century. 
CarsweUsuggested that Mantai refugees went to Nagapattinam, the chief port 
of the south Indian ChoLa dynasty (1983:85J, and a likeLy producer for a few 
centuries. J. Lavanaha said in 1593 that these beads were taken to East 
Africa by .the Portuguese from Nagapattinam, whence they were made [Theal 
1898:303J.· Subsequent events, par~i cuLarly European domination, were most 
LikeLy responsible for the destruction of the industry in Southeast A,ia, 
whi Le in .south India it may have retreated from the coast (and exporting) to 
the more isoLated (and thus protected?) Location of Papanaidupet. 

Much more data is needed to refine this outLine, a~d wilL be reported as 
it becomes avaiLabLe. However, at this point we have at Least a sketch of 
this industry, which made the most important Trade Beads of aLL times. 

Considering aLL the various apparent I~do-Pacific beadma~ing centers, is 
there any. way in which their products can be distinguished? One important 
tool is gLass analyses, and a program for these beads has commenced•. I am 
providing the beads, and PameLa Vandiver of ' the Conservation and AnaLytical 
Laboratory of the Smithsonian Institution will be making the analyses • 
Glass,anaLyses is not easi Ly avai Lable . to everyone, or, course, andsom'e more 
simple distinction.s ~ilL also be weLcomed. 

http:indust.ry
http:opposi.te
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i'; ·At;:.i{~a;i';one di stinction may come from the colors of the beads made in the 

' 

...,." .. 

<D 

~I ,"; .~.,', 	 ~ t, ~'J.,.". "-::', 

Table 2: Colors of Indo-Pacific Beads (in percent), 

Arikamedu Oc-eo Mantai Kuala Pengkalan 
beads all glass Selinsing Btijang 

"',: 

.Red 31.94 45.61 40.14 12.25 29.15 32.99 
.' 

, Orange',:·:. . .' 0.36 <0.01 4.22 26.55 13.07 2.54 
',' Green-BltiE! " 6.24 1.01 
l1ed~~ ",·Bl,ue } } ) 30.06 } } ,:>. Dark'::Bl tie y,' )41.08 }24.48 }23.93 3.00 }32.16 }30.46 

' "',Black. "" ~ 11.98 18.97 6.12 3.57 0.50 17.66 
"" Trans.Gre~n 0.98 1.49 0 .. 95 11.40 


. '., ,Opa:que ~r.een 7.14 3.68 6.91 11.06 2.03 

:Yela:ol/)'~ '.'. ',' 2.00 1.05 17.46 10.83 13.07 14.21 

:Vi,o.let 5.27 1.75 0.17 


:." 	
Sample' ,'size 4706 27635 6422 1762 844 4457 

GEmturi~s:' 3rd BC - 3rd AD 2nd-7th 1st-10th, pre 10th 13th 


, "~The"notable changes over time are increases in orange and yeLLow gLass, 

'andfd,~c):'eases, in bLack and vioLet, though at PengkaLan Bujang the importance 

, p,f "Pr.~flg~:and black were reversed. At Ari kamedu orange was ~o scarce that 


,·':t.t::;iIiM:;:·pr<).bably an accidentaL by-product of the red, as the yeLLow may have 

,b~~ri}Of.:·~the, gr.een. BLue Lightens over time: most at Arikamedu 'was dark, but 


, ••. ;m.e.;d~~in,;;:pLu~s increased over time at Mantai. The figures for the other sites 

·.::''''';I::t~U\e:3ihot-t:.broken down. Opaque green Looses importance; though the Malaysian 


·sJt.e~;}(~fesaid to have it, the degree of opacity is not known. ' 
~ ,,,,,' .:' ...:', -..~'.:~ '~':~':" .. 

'" ,: '.:A.,few.Other: Beads 
, ..- . ;:-,,>r ;:::~';,>:r~/·f.•.".~~,;,,;i:,:'f-:':··' 
;:.• .{ ",' <' • ~ " ." 

, Th~"e::}'s. hardLy room to discuss in detail some other beads from these 'sites. 

',:' A,ttOc-'E!6 "c8hd" Mantai, and to a Lesser extent at Ni shapur segmented gLass 


beads:~ere~fQund of severaL different types; the Oc-eo and Mantai types were 

: mosfly>si'~Ha r. These beads were made by const ri ct i ng tubes' of g Lass and 

cutt~~g them apart, either Leaving severaL beads together or cut as singLe 


. be~ds,.: ···Tile center (or more LikeLy centers) of this industry are not known, 

~, 

.. but;,siI!lHar-·beads are found throughout Europe as well. As a cLass, they have 

'F " ,;. nO~lbee,n'studi ed, but thei r importance shouLd encourage more work on them. 

. A:comple~ gL~ss bead was made at Mantai which began as a black ribbon with 
iyeLlowj. .wh:1te, and/or red stripes. The ribbon was foLded into a tube, and 

then'constr,icted aLong its Length. The resuLting buLges were cut apart and 
r.eheat,ed•.SeveraL of these striped foLded segmented beads were found which 
were inco~pleteLy foLded. Apparently simiLar beads are found in ThaiLand 
and 'Sar,awa~ (on the isLand of Borneo), and more examination of them needs to 
be '.doneto confi rm that they are of the Mantai type. . 

," .. A: sur.,pri::se at Manta; was evidence of striped drawn beads made there. At 
',::fi~$t,I.assumed they were modern intrusions, but some were dat'ed earLy, and 

,. .. ;a" cut. fub,e:end was aLso found. Mantai had the technoLogy to make them; such 
peags:~re,found at other earLy sites onLy rareLy. These need more research. 

;':- """, .. ';, ;':,:::,:;~'.' :.' ~ ':\<~~. '. 
,,'.. ',~ " 

"~ ',' / ~. 

.. ,. ··"·,d1;:t;f:erent,~centers. Table 2 compares beads of Arikamedu, Oc-eo, Mantai, and 
, ,," tw6.·Medi~v~lMaLaysian sites, the Latter of which may have made be~ds [Lamb 

"".,', ·1965:;14;3...:~ij,. The figures are not strictLy comparabLe, but given as a guide. 

" .:,". , . 
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Finally, it should be noted that at Arikamedu, Mantai, and Oc-eo the basic 
materials for Indo-Pacific beads (drawn tubes or solid canes) were also used 
for subsidiary beadmaking. This was reported from Arikamedu [Francis 
1986a:4J, and one of the beads, the paddled green or blue tubes, were found 
at the other two sites. Apparently at Mantai and likely at Oc-eo large 
diameter tubes were pinched off whi le heated to make large oblates and 
bicones. Similar pinched beads are known in Korea, China,' and Indonesia. 
Because of the lack of general understanding of beadmaking, they have 
probably not been fully reported, and their distribution is not yet known. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The initial study of beads from this vast region and long span of time 
provides a framework from whi ch later work can proceed. No doubt some 
conclusions reached here will have to be revised in the future, but this is 
the nature of research and provides continuing interest. Several important 
points have emerged at this time: 

1. Arikamedu was a dominant bead power in Asia throughout its occupation. 
Beads made there have been found at Mantai and Oc-eo. More importantly, it 
was the origin for the Indo~Pac;f;c bead industry, which put its stamp on 
the world bead trade for nearly 2000 years. ' 

2. Shifts in trade patterns took place during this time. Mantai, Oc-eo, 
and Arikamedu have beads from the Mediterranean basin, although rather few. 
By the Medieval period no such beads turn up at Mantai, as trade links had 
largeLy been broken. In that period the buLk. of imported beads were Persian 
or Indian and probably brought by Persian traders. OnLy at Mantai are there 
a few beads which suggest East Asian origins. Through the whoLe period, 
India remained a major bead exporter, especiaLLy Arikamedu, the Deccan or 
peninsuLar gLass industry, and the western agate industry. 

3. The most important evidence to emerge is a picture of the Indo-Pacific 
bead industry. Far from being rooted to a singLe Locale, it cLearLy had 
severaL centers, some of which we can identify and correlate with historic 
events. Arikamedu founded the industry, which then spread to Mantai and 
Oc-eo. As these sites were destroyed, beadmakers moved to Southeast Asian 
centers, which stiLL need to be identified, and some apparently back to 
India at Nagapattinam, whence they eventuaLLy migrated to Papanaidupet, the 
Last representative of this major bead industry. 
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